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Editorial

It's never too late
The election of Benjamin Netanyahu to be prime minis
ter of Israel can only be understood in the context of

This incident foreshadowed the later assassination

how the British have orchestrated events to sabotage

of Prime Minister Rabin; during the same period, Israeli

President Clinton's peace initiative in the Middle East.

government representatives were being routinely mis

The sabotage escalated dramatically with the murder of

treated when they attended religious services in New

Yitzhak Rabin on Nov. 4 of last year. Three months

York.

later, a terror wave was launched against Israel by Arab

In July 1995, Rabin responded to the diktat by 1,000

extremists, which culminated in the firing of Katyusha

Orthodox rabbis, who, meeting in New York City, in

rockets from Lebanese territory. Finally, there was Is

structed Israeli soldiers not to obey orders for them to

raeli military retaliation against the civilian population

withdraw from bases or settlements on the West Bank.

of Lebanon.In short, a political disaster.

At the time, Rabin attacked this outrage, saying: "1 hear

Prime Minister Rabin was by no means the only

strange calls from a group of rabbis from the United

target of the British-inspired terror wave. The British

States, for whom the name ayatollahs is perhaps better

have acted in furtherance of their global, imperialistic

suited than rabbis."

strategy; and, they have found willing collaborators

On Nov.5, eulogizing Prime Minister Rabin, Pales

within both Arab and Jewish groups. This created the

tine Liberation Organization Chairman Yasser Arafat

conditions in which Netanyahu was able to win a bare

said that, together, he and Rabin were making "the

majority of the votes in the recent Israeli election.
A major role in this cabal, has been played by the

peace of the brave.... So this loss is not only a loss for
the Israelis and the Palestinians, but the whole world."

Anti-Defamation League (ADL) of B'nai B'rith. This

More recently, Arafat denounced Arab terrorist groups

is not at all surprising when we remember that the ADL

for deliberately intervening into the Israeli election by

was created by the B'nai B'rith in order to run such dirty

attempting to discredit Prime Minister Shimon Peres.

operations; and that the B'nai B'rith, while nominally

The defeat of Peres has been another blow to the

Jewish, is itself one of the many Masonic organizations

peace process. While the conservative Jewish extrem

created by the British when Lord Palmerston was prime

ists in the United States played a decisive role in this,

minister, in the 1840s.

the ostensibly liberal Anti-Defamation League is part

On May 26, the week before the election, the Wash

of the same operation.

ington Post carried a feature on the Israeli elections in

The assigned task of all these British-run groups, is

its Sunday magazine. It described an incident which

the defeat of President Clinton in this year's Presidential

occurred on May 21, 1995, well before the assassination

election. To accomplish this, they are working to de

of Rabin.At that time, a left-wing member of the Israeli

stroy the Democratic Party from within, undermining

Knesset (parliament) and member of Israeli cabinet,

its viability. These treacherous pawns of the House of

Shulamit Aloni, was physically attacked during a meet

Windsor will do everything in their power to get rid

ing of the American Jewish community which took

of the LaRouche wing of the Democratic Party, which

place in New York City. At issue was the Israeli peace

stands in their way.

policy, which was opposed by the ADL-led forces and
other conservative groups.
The individual who brutally attacked Aloni, Jack R.
Avital, was a well-known leader of New York's Jewish

80

and New York Mayor Rudolph Giuliani.

A lesson to be learned from the defeat of the Israeli
Labor Party, is the danger of pulling one's punches
whether in a combat situation or an election campaign.
Be it the nation of Israel or the Democratic Party in the

community.After brutally hitting Aloni in the stomach,

United States, there is no room for compromise when it

Avital was allowed to lead a march of 30,000 Jews up

comes to defeating British operations intended to de

Fifth Avenue, along with the official Israeli delegation

stroy one's nation.
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